
      Barrage – No Fail Designing  

                              and Sewing with Straight Seams 
Workshop for Friendship Knot Quilter’s Guild 

 by Beverly Fine, NACQJ 
Materials List 

I will bring the full size patterns for the cost of printing, $4.00 each.  

Please bring to class: 

6” rotary ruler, 12” rotary ruler, 24” rotary ruler, if you have them.  Bring only the ones you have if you don’t have 
all three (each with non-slip added to the back) Quilter’s Select rulers have impressive non-slip characteristics. 

1 rotary cutter (any size) with a fresh blade, and large rotary cutting mat 

Paper scissors, and small fabric scissors or thread snips 

12” or 18” simple drawing ruler.  (A metal non-slip drafting ruler is helpful but not necessary) 

1” wide masking tape, can share a roll with fellow students 

90” of 18” wide freezer paper, can share a roll with fellow students  

1 large (more than 18” wide) sheet of plain white paper.  This white surface makes it easier to trace the pattern.  
(Taping to a larger window is an alternative.) 

1 Sharpie Ultra Fine point marker.  Be sure it is Ultra Fine. 

12 different colored pencils or markers (please include one red)  Cheap markers or pencils are fine for our 
purpose. 

A minimum of 3/4 yard each of three or more highly contrasting solid-colored fabrics. All fabrics must be pre-
washed and pressed to be sure the freezer paper will temporarily adhere.  Do not use fabric softener or 
starch on your fabric.  (I used white, brown and red.  You may decide whether to follow my colors exactly, or 
try your favorite colors. ) The pattern will work with any combination. 

1 index card or 3” x 5” piece of scrap paper to make a quick fabric key. 

Thread to match one of the fabrics and two pre-wound bobbins with matching thread  

Hot, dry Iron, and a firm ironing board.  (A firm ironing surface, such as a Big board, and/or wooly felted ironing 
mat are helpful but not necessary.)  1 iron per four students is sufficient.                              Pressing cloth (a 
thin, plain white cloth or muslin to cover the front side of pieced cloth while ironing from the front)  Optional, but 
nice. 

Sewing machine, foot pedal, extension cord    Fancy machines are not necessary for this class, however the 
needle down function is useful.  Teacher is not able to repair or thread your machine.   

Quality, fine-gauge silk pins       

Seam ripper, stiletto


